Our graduates have more than M.B.A. after their names.

TROY graduates are CEOs, CFOs, COOs, as well as admirals, generals, astronauts, surgeons, professors and fire chiefs to name a few.

Once you know where you want to go, you want to get there as quickly as possible.

- Earn your degree quicker through accelerated programs
- Convenient for adult learners — in-class, online or both
- Accredited associate, bachelor’s, and master’s programs

New Graduate Certificate in Government Contracting

Applications currently being accepted.
Registration starts December 10, 2007
Classes start January 7, 2008

TROY UNIVERSITY
A future of opportunities.
757-451-8202
troy.edu
info@troy.edu

State Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV) has certified this institution to operate in Virginia.